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NEW QUESTION: 1
Forecast Categories: (Select all that apply)
A. Are there to help you categorize your opportunities, so you can gauge more accurately how
much revenue you can bring in a given time period
B. Are the same thing as Sales Stages
C. Have a default value that is associated with the Stage field
Answer: A,C

NEW QUESTION: 2
How can the Eclipse error logs in the Toolkit be viewed?
A. Problems view in the Toolkit
B. Select Integration flow>error log
C. Error Log view in the Toolkit
D. Right-click Application container in Toolkit > Error logs
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Some of the VMs in a vSphere DRS cluster are not migrated as expected.
Which three factors can affect DRS behavior? (Choose three.)
A. The currently configured Enhanced vMotion Compatibility level for the cluster.
B. CPU, Memory, and Network Utilization.
C. VM Overrides.
D. The currently configured TPS settings for the VMs.
E. DRS Aggression Levels (Migration Threshold).
Answer: B,C,E
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